
In 2018, we witnessed the first Camp LELA for Deaf Teens 
in Odessa. God lit a fire in our hearts with love for 
the deaf community. We began learning Russian Sign 
Language and spending time with deaf friends. This year, 
I was finally able to participate as a leader in Deaf Camp!

My signing was a bit rusty. On the second day, I realized 
I was going to be a very unqualified “interpreter” for my 
team, The Blue Fortress. Our team was made up of me, 
the “Mama”, and Osman the “Papa”. Osman is deaf, and 
he was so patient with me. We had 3 awesome deaf 
leaders and 2 speaking leaders who didn’t know any sign 
language. My brain felt broken by the third day (that was before the kids even arrived!). I was inadequate, but God was 
gracious, giving me the ability to help our team communicate. 

Honestly, I was nervous when the campers arrived — would they remember me from 2 years ago? Would they understand 
my signing?

I was so excited to have Liza, Olya, Arnold and Vlad on our team — they had been to LELA before! Most of the kids attend 
School #91 for the Deaf in Odessa city, just 10 minutes from our house. As the week went on, I found out that most of them 
also live pretty close to us too!

In the rural Odessa region, there is one orphanage-boarding school for the deaf. Misha was with the group of 8 kids who 
came to Camp from Bolgrad. Misha is completely hearing and speaking. We found out that he is at that orphanage 

because his family has abandoned him and this 
was the closest orphanage. Our team was so thankful 
to have speaking leaders who would invest in Misha - he 
was quite literally heard by safe adults for the first time 
in a while. 

By the fourth day, we had built trust with the campers, 
and they began to open up. The deaf leaders are able 
to understand the challenges of living in a world built 
for the hearing. During short Bible lessons, the deaf 
leaders communicated stories from God’s Word in 
beautiful signs, like pieces of a puzzle being put 
together. 
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CONTINUE ON BACK >The Blue Fortress Team! Misha is in the striped shirt (bottom left).

Osman (right) and I leading Blue team time. Osman loves God’s Word 
and works as a missionary, recording Russian Sign Language videos 

of Scripture word by word.
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On the last night of camp, as the theater program came to a close, the 
kids watched the main character choose to follow Christ. Osman and our 
friend Roman (who helps host Game Club at our house) met with about 
25 of the campers who wanted to know more. 8 of them signed “YES” 
and individually prayed to trust in Christ as their Lord and Savior!

I am a very small fish in the sea of the Ukranian deaf community, but they 
were so incredibly accepting of me. I feel so honored that they allowed me 
to be a part of their world, not just for the week at Camp, but beyond as 
we discern how God is moving to draw more deaf Ukranians to Himself.

PLEASE PRAY FOR:
— Misha as he lives in a completely deaf institution with no family  
— 8 kids who trusted in Christ to continue their relationships with the  
      leaders and be discipled
— the 2,000 deaf people in the Odessa region (less than 150 are   
      followers of Christ)
—  local churches to be inclusive and learn sign language, opening   
      up more options for the deaf
— Game Club ministry hosted at our home with Roman + Daniella
— the opportunity for Madison to learn more sign language at a Bible  
      Seminary 

in Christ, Madison +Yura

FAMILY UPDATE
For the kids, the highlight of the summer was 
Meme coming to visit! We are so blessed that 
Madison’s mom was able to stay home with 
the kids for 5 days, enjoying our kiddie pool, 
playing circus + doing lots of art projects.

Part of our family’s mission is living out family 
life in a way that we hope honors God. Being 

at Camp together is a mission within a mission!

Our family mission is possible because of partners who pray + give. Would you 
prayerfully consider partnering with us financially? You can give a one-time or an 
ongoing donation.

Saying goodbye on the last day of camp. Praying for the 
opportunity to meet with some of the kids again during 

the school year!


